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What do we do now? Act II of the new economy is defined by a simple question with no simple answer. The game keeps changing, and the conditions keep getting more difficult – which means that the work of high-impact ideas keeps growing in importance. In time of turbulence and uncertainty, here's the first job of mind: finding ways to
make sense of the world and contemplate the competition. That's why this issue features definite thoughts from Tom Piece, Steve Ballmer, and Michael E. Porter. Insights offer more interlitoring ideas for harder times. Act II has also officially begun for us at Fast Company. From our very first question, we were looking for not only to write
about the changes in the new economy, but also to experience them ourselves. Now, once again, we are participating in landscape of changing business: At the end of last year, Company has been fast accuted by Gruner + Jahr USA Publishing, part of Bertelsmann AG, one of the world's largest and most successful media companies.
We consider this change from the beginning of a beautiful new chapter in The Company's Fast History as one of the most successful magazines of the past decade. There are at least three reasons why this news is not just for us, but for our readers, advertisers, and Friends Company members.1. We are positioned to grow. Look for more
circulation, more problems, more visibility, and, perhaps most importantly, more impact. At a time when other business magazines are retrenching and consolidating, G+J will help us take Fast Company to next level of performance: to become the general business-interest magazine in the new economy.2. We focus on the ideas. With our
new ownership, Fast Company will focus even clearer on the new generation of business leaders – playing the impact of leading companies with strategy, technology, and key decisions will determine what comes next in the economy.3. We are committed to the community. We are proud of the intense relationship that we have with the 3
million readers who enjoy every problem of Fast Company.G+J is committed to helping us make our relationship even deeper. As the economy becomes more difficult, we hope to become even more helpful to more readers. The first five years of fast companies were remarkable. Award-winning journalism and design. Growth circulation is
spectacular. Awesome advertising support. But we've just begun! Quick and confusing changes in the economy is what Fast Company is all about. Nobody understands or writes about these changes in the way we make. And, with the support of G+J, we are ready to serve you with the best there in the business – the business of chronicle
the new world of business. That day seemed inevitable. SMS has always been something of a troubled technology. Its rise in popularity and gained immediately, but it was often sold with outlining costs from insurance companies (especially for international SMS) and other limited factors (for example, SMS is not unifying in Japan, so on
different insurance companies either pay very high fees, or just interact with e-mail.) Now that mobile carriers are more and more becoming simple data providers, chat services have overtaken SMS according to a new study. The study was commissioned by the Financial Times. It found that SMS still leads to the total number of users,
and should generate $120 billion in revenue to bring them this year. But chat apps took the lead in terms of message volume. So even though more people have SMS (not surprising), people are more active using chat apps. Chat apps are expected to hit the marking of 41 billion messages per day, which should double the rate of SMS
messaging. WhatsApp recently said its app not only had more users than Twitter, but processed more daily messages than Facebook. WhatsApp puts its number of 18 billion messages per day compared with Facebook's 10 billion. So it sounds like these two apps alone are making up the majority of chat app activities. Source: FT
(about.req.) via the Subscription Verge of our NEWSLETTER! Google will block an iPhone application that harnesses its Google Talk Chat program to provide a free text service after too many users float to download it. The Infinite SMS app, which costs US$0.99 and let users send unlimited text messages from an iPod or iPhone, quickly
became one of the most downloaded apps in the iPhone store after it was released last month , developer Inner Fence said in a statement on its website. But the company suspended the app's sales on Monday after Google notified it that the program would be blocked, Inner Fence said. Google claimed there are no complaints with
Infinite SMS other than its success. The reasons given for the block are not abuse or malware; it's that we brought too many users (and so too much cost) to an experimental service, Inner Fence said. The company said it built the application using an open protocol that was available by Google for just such a purpose. We can never guess
that the two of us would write an app too big for Google, the company's founder said. Google said it would continue to offer SMS free of Google Talk, but it will block Infinite SMS and other non-Google customers who use the service to deliver text messages starting on Wednesday. Infinite SMS is a third-party app that used Google
Technologies to provide free SMS users, while we were paying for the price of the text messages, a Google spokesperson said via e-mail. Infinite SMS was popular with iPod touch users who wanted to send text messages as if they were iPhones, according to Inner Hedges. Note: When you buy something after clicking link to our article,
we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Image: GettyLate's Twitter account last night broke that Twitter co-founder and CEO Jack Jack's Twitter account was compromised. Friday night his account tweeted roughly a dozen tweets and offending over a span of 20 minutes. The reason? Shocking
unable to access his account from SIM hacking. SIM hacking is essentially a hacking technique where intruders are able to find someone's phone number assigned to a new SIM card that's in a phone they control. Hackers often make it all themselves on a company's website, and making it happen is often as easy as to split your Verizon
or AT&amp;T password. When Matthew Miller's ZDNet was hit with a SIM swap attack, he described it as a horror story... Read more A basic level, the hack is a solid reminder that we should all be safe against our mobile insurance companies with a unique complex password as well as possibly a PIN number. It's also a reminder of
something else: You can tweet via SMS. On the first few days of Twitter, there wasn't a smartphone app. Twitter, after all, launched in March 2006 and the first iPhone didn't show until June 29, 2007. And even with the launch of the first iPhone not everyone had one. Most people were still rock cell phones with just a key. Enter SMS
tweeting. G/O Media can get a commission68 off 2+ 3 months FreeWhile most of us use an app now if we want to tweet from our phone, the feature is still there. To use it, you just need to have your smartphone number connected to your Twitter account, something you've likely already done in order to set up something like two-factor
authentication (have you set up two-factor authentication, right?!). Once it's connected, you just need to send whatever you want to tweet shortcode to Twitter for your particular country. In the U.S., you will send a text 40404. When done, your message will be tweeted to your account just as if you have typed it in on Twitter's website or
app. Ebay is moving forward with a project to let third-party developers build their applications on top of Retail Manager, the ebay tool used by thousands of merchants to manage their business on its website. The project, announced last June, was in a closed pilot, but its doors will be balanced open on Wednesday for all interested
developers, eBay will announce at 2.0Amascol in San Francisco.EBay will make third-party applications available for its vendor in the summer, Kumar Kandaswamy, head of eBay's developer program and platform products, in a phone interview. Retail Manager used today isn't on vendor 700,000 eBay. The project to turn it into a
development platform marked the next generation of goodbye developers' program, which was joined by 87,000 developers who have created 13,000 applications since its launch in 2000, Kandaswamy said. When you make Retail Manager a repositatory for external applications developers, eBay hopes to boost developer participation in
the goodbye platform, while helping merchants more easily discover and access useful applications. Retail Manager is the most popular tool among eBay merchants, but far has only featured featured applications created by the company. Acknowledge that it can't extend Sale Manager on its own to meet all condition, eBay is turning it into
an open platform. Jerad Schempp, CEO of HostedSupport.com, a customer hosted service application for eBay Merchants, is confident Retail Manager will take his business to another level. Letting our app get accessed directly via the goodbye platform is going to be a better experience for merchants and for us, said Schep, who has
companies involved in the beta testing of the Retail Manager platform. The HostedSupport.com, launched roughly four years ago, is used by some 3,000 merchants who paid US$19.95 per month for it. Until now, the biggest problem we've had at nice is getting our messages from eBay seller, because eBay doesn't directly encourage
developers like us directly to the eBay [vendor] community in order to not overload them with messages, Schep said. That will change with the opening of Retail Manager, since eBay will actively market and promote the third-party applications included in the platform directory. Having that backwards out of eBay will make things easier for
us, said Schempp, who company has 11 employees. Natalie Petouhoff, a Forrester analyst, said the project will particularly benefit for small merchants who don't have the time nor resources to buy software packages and integrate it with the goodbye platform. They will now have access to business management applications that have
been integrated with the beige market. Similarly, developers will get the opportunity to increase their customer base exponentially, thanks to the increased application visibility they will get from Retail Manager, he said. Ebay is really opening the door for developers and merchants to grow their businesses, Petouhoff said. EBay will take an
application sales cut on retail managers, mainly to cover operational costs and marketing, Kandaswamy said. In addition, starting in the summer, eBay will stop charging merchants for access to Retail Manager.Developers will need to meet some requirements to be admitted to the Retail Manager program, which API platform was based
on the Google-backed OpenSocial specification gadgets. Mark Carges, eBay technology officer and vice president of former platform, Talking about Selling Manager during its keynote Wednesday at Web 2.0 Expote.Other news expected at the event includes: - IBM will announce that LotusLive engaged social-networking and hosted
collaboration services will become commercially available on Tuesday of next week.- Zoho will announce Zoho Chat 2.0, the next version of its instant-messaging product , introduced multiprotocol support so users can chat with people in Yahoo's, Google, MSN, AIM, ICQ and Jabber-based IM networks. Note: When you buy something
after clicking link to our article, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Details.
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